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PLUG IN!
MEDIA KIT

The power of gaming
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 had the biggest entertainment
launch in history. It grossed $550 million worldwide in its
first five days, beating all previous first- and five-day book,
video game and box office sale records, including Harry Potter
and the Half-Blood Prince ($394 million) and The Dark Knight
($203.8 million). That’s the power of gaming.
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We’ve got history
Since way back in 1996 (that’s ages ago in the tech world) we’ve been a major player in
Australia’s games community. We started out by hosting LAN gaming events, then in 1999
we got serious. AusGamers was officially formed as a company and we quickly became
known as the go-to-guys for this growing sector of the entertainment industry,

“I have a lot of respect
for AusGamers and the
community they have

quenching its insatiable thirst for gaming information, news, views and knowledge.
More than 15,000^ people visit the AusGamers site every single day, so we’re doing
something right!

built up over the years.
I find their coverage to be
timely, fair and unbiased.
A professional team

We’re switched on

maintaining a

We know what goes on in gamers’ minds because we’re gamers ourselves. We know what

cracking website.”

they want to see and read and have access to. We know where they click and what they

– Vispi Bhopti,

download. And we know what interests them and what doesn’t.

Public Relations Manager,
SEGA Australia

Gaming’s in our blood. We live and breathe it; eat and sleep it. We travel the globe to
attend all of the major conferences and events – including E3, the Tokyo Games Show,
the Games Developer’s Conference and Gamescom – sourcing the latest and most
comprehensive information for our loyal legion of fans. And we love every minute of it.
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^Nielsen Market Intelligence Oct-Dec 09

We’ve got it covered
AusGamers offers everything for the astute gamer. We consider ourselves
the most comprehensive one-stop gaming site around, providing:
>> in-depth and up-to-date news coverage
>> detailed and objective reviews of the latest games
>> Australia’s largest file library, with lightning-fast downloads
>> all the newest video trailers for on-demand streaming.
It’s these features, coupled with the site’s usability and simplicity, that make
AusGamers the best-known games destination in Australia.

“Activision and AusGamers
have worked together for
many years to ensure
Aussie gamers know
about the biggest and
most anticipated titles,

We move up to 30 terabytes of data per month.
That’s equivalent to around 5 million mp3 song downloads!

and we hope to continue
this relationship well
into the future.”
– Activision Australia
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Location of AusGamers users:
New South Wales

The AusGamers audience

Victoria
Queensland
South Australia

for 60% of the audience and males making up 9 out of 10 users^.

Western Australia
If you’re interested in reaching the often elusive youth market
Northern Territory
via a reputable, trusted and extremely popular channel,

As the following stats and figures show, our audience is well

AusGamers could be just the ticket.

AusGamers’ market is young males, with those under 35 accounting

educated, mostly living in metro areas and has a relatively high
disposable income.

Household income
Household Income of AusGamers users:
30-39k

Age ranges of AusGamers users:
18-24
25-34
35-49
50-64
65+

Income ($)
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Depen

Status

Age range

^Roy Morgan Single Source Report Jun 08-Jul 09 (Demographics and Site Highlights)

Location of AusGamers users:
New South Wales

Residence of AusGamers users:

Victoria

Metro

Educational
level of AusGamers users:
Household Income

:

40-49k
Income ($)

50-59k
60-69k
70-79k
80-89k
90-99k
100-109k

Education level
Education level
of AusGamers
users:
of AusGamers
users:

Dependent singles

High school High school
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Status

Age ranges Age
of AusGamers
users:
ranges of AusGamers
users:
Education
level
14-17
14-17
of AusGamers users:
18-24
18-24
High school
25-34
25-34
University
35-49
35-49
Post-graduate
50-64
50-64
Other
65+
65+

30-39k

Family Status of AusGamers users:

Family status
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Other
Other
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Residence
Location of Location
AusGamers
users:
of AusGamers
users:
New South Wales
New South Wales
Residence of AusGamers users:
Victoria
Victoria
Metro
Queensland
Queensland
Regional
South Australia
South Australia
Western Australia
Western Australia

Residence ofResidence
AusGamers
users:
of AusGamers
users:
Metro
Metro
Regional

Regional

Northern Territory
Northern Territory
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Family Status
of AusGamers
users:
Family
Status of AusGamers
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The AusGamers audience
Here are a few more interesting audience facts:
>> 46% are employed full time
>> 37% are employed students

“I have been extremely impressed

>> 90% have a broadband connection at home

with AusGamers’ hard work and

>> 40% live with their parents, 27% live in a shared household

dedication. The professionalism

>> 74% intend to buy a technology item for the household within the next 12 months

and integrity with which

>> In the past four weeks 77% downloaded video clips, 76% downloaded software,

they approach our products

69% downloaded games, 34% downloaded feature length movies and 45% downloaded music
>> In the past four weeks 76% played games online, 51% streamed music and 45% streamed video
>> 73% participate in sports and leisure activities regularly
>> 77% find the Internet the most useful medium for selecting entertainment/movie listings, health,
fitness and well-being, travel or accommodation and 78% for selecting home loans or other loans
>> 84% intend to travel within the next 12 months

successfully enables us to reach
our target audience. It is for these
reasons AusGamers is one of the
most reputable and pre-eminent
gaming websites in Australia. I
highly recommend them.”

In a recent survey, 66.7% of gamers said that brands
advertised on AusGamers were relevant to them.
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– Snezana Stojanovska,
2K PR Manager

The Net’s
where it’s at

Advertising
with AusGamers

Advertising on the Internet will place your brand at the cutting edge.

Now that we’ve established the benefits of Internet advertising,

It offers global reach for your products and services, and can put you

let’s take it to the next level and see what makes AusGamers

in direct contact with your target audience.

the ultimate platform for your brand.

Constantly evolving technology allows engaging, media-rich ads

Firstly, we put you in touch with a clearly defined target market:

to be developed – presenting opportunities that, until just a few

a loyal target market with lots of disposable income (see the

years ago, weren’t considered achievable. Also, advertising on the

demographic overview on pages 4 and 5). There’s a reason why

Internet gives you the ability to gather real-time feedback on the

more Australian gamers flock to our site than any other. So why not

performance of your marketing activities, and then make immediate

get your brand in front of them?

changes based on that feedback.
Also, we have strict quality controls on our website and advertising
No other medium offers such responsive, dynamic capabilities.

practices. Our site and the services we provide have been developed

The Net really is where it’s at.

to be appealing to advertisers, without harming our reputation as
objective players in the games industry. This way, we retain the trust
of users, and make them feel more confident about the advertising
that appears on the website.
We offer a variety of traditional advertising options, as well as several
styles unique to AusGamers (see pages 8 to 17 for options and specs).
However, if you’ve got an idea for an ad campaign that’s a little
different, let us know. We’re always keen to give something new a go
and to work with you to ensure your marketing plans come to fruition.
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AusGamers advertising options
Classic placements
Top leaderboard
Position your brand along the top
of the site on every page, making it
one of the first elements users see.
SPECS:
>> 728 × 90 (expands to 728 × 180) pixels
>> 30kb max file size
>> Static/animated gif or jpeg
>> Flash accepted
>> Streaming video available
>> Limited/unlimited looping
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Island
Embed your ad within the feature and
download page content being viewed.
SPECS:
>> 300 × 250 (expands to 600 × 250*) pixels
>> 30kb max file size
>> Static/animated gif or jpeg
>> Flash accepted
>> Streaming video available
>> Limited/unlimited looping
* Download pages only.
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Bottom leaderboard
Stretch your ad right across the base
of the site.
SPECS:
>> 728 × 90 (expands to 728 × 180) pixels
>> 30kb max file size
>> Static/animated gif or jpeg
>> Flash accepted
>> Streaming video available
>> Limited/unlimited looping

85% of visitors
have made an
online purchase
in the past
12 months.
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Gold placements
and sponsorships
ROS re-skin (Run of Site)
Add custom creative elements to the existing
page background to visually take ownership
of the site and really get your brand noticed.
SKIN ELEMENTS:
>> Advertiser’s choice of background colour
>> Creative elements to be supplied for
build by AusGamers
>> Skin is clickable and clicks out
to external sites
>> Minimum 7 days lead time required
for implementation
>> Creative must be supplied as
jpeg, gif or png file
SKINABLE AREAS:
>> Main header: 989 × 75 pixels
>> The AusGamers logo has to either be
integrated into the left hand side of
the 989 × 75 main header, or space
needs to be left for the logo to be input
(visit www.ausgamers.com/advertise
or contact us for the AusGamers logo)
>> LHS and RHS column: 160 × 800 pixels each
>> 50kb max file size per asset
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Large advertorial
Use either the video streaming or rotating
static option to get your brand into this large
advertorial module running ROS on every
page, excluding forum pages.
SPECS (VIDEO):
>> 250 × 200 pixels
>> 4:3 aspect ratio (16:9 not recommended)
>> Polite loading with auto play and
user-initiated sound
>> Multi-clip available
(sequential video rotation)
>> 1.1Mb max file size
>> 250 characters for description text (25-30
characters for call to action headlines)
>> Minimum 5 days lead time required
for implementation
>> Click-through URL required
SPECS (STATIC):
>> 250 × 200 pixels
>> Layered PSD only (up to 3 images
per campaign)
>> 40kb max file size
>> 250 characters for description text (25-30
characters for call to action headlines)
>> Click-through URL required
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Regular advertorial
Position your brand in one of three regular
yet still prominent static advertorial modules
which run ROS on every page except
forum pages.
SPECS:
>> 208 × 120 pixels
>> 160 characters including spaces for
description text (25-30 characters for
call to action headlines)
>> Static only – no video format
>> Gif or jpeg files only
>> Click-through URL required
>> 50kb max file size
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OTP (Over the Page)
Islands only run on the AusGamers download
pages, therefore OTPs can run with a reminder
island on these pages (please note, the reminder
island is below the fold). OTPs can be run on the
homepage or ROS through a 1 × 1, however in these
cases there will be no reminder island.
SPECS (OTP with 300 × 250 reminder ad –
download pages only):
>> OTP must launch from the 300 × 250 position
>> Main ad: 1000 × 1000 or 500 × 500 pixels
>> Visible ‘close’ button required
>> Time period: 10 seconds maximum
>> Up to 2Mb polite loading
>> Sound must be user-initiated
>> Frequency capped at 1 per unique user per day
SPECS (OTP without reminder ad –
homepage or ROS):
>> OTP will launch from 1 × 1
>> Main ad: 1000 × 1000 or 500 × 500 pixels
>> No reminder ad
>> Visible ‘close’ button required
>> Time period: 10 seconds maximum
>> Up to 2Mb polite loading
>> Sound must be user-initiated
>> Frequency capped at 1 per unique user per day
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Video placements
Streaming island
Embed your video content in an island
ad within the feature and download
page content being viewed.
SPECS:
>> Available ROS
>> 300 × 250 pixels
>> 1Mb limit on polite loading non
user-initiated video (any larger
than 1Mb must be user-initiated)
>> Click-through URL required
>> 30kb max file size
>> Sound must be user-initiated
>> Minimum 3 days lead time required
for implementation
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Video advertising
A 30-second video that overlays the
content of a web page and has no direct
association with underlying content.
Use existing TV creative or custom-designed
rich Flash advertisements.
SPECS:
>> Available ROS
>> Either the 4:3 or the 16:9 version only
>> File type: MOV, AVI or MPG
>> Max file size for source video asset: 1Mb
>> Max file size for ‘intro movie’ SWF: 100kb
>> Frame rate: 25 fps (the negative frame
rate should be above 15 fps)
>> Video bit rate: greater than 500kb/s
is sufficient
>> Audio bit rate: greater than 64kb/s
is sufficient
>> Auto sound on loading, which user
can mute
>> Frequency capped at 1 per unique
user per day
>> Minimum 5 days lead time required
for implementation and testing
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Video Brick

Expanding Rich Media Brick

The Brick ad (aka half-page or double island)

An expandable version of the Video Brick,

allows your streaming content to be included

outlined previously.

within the creative, and runs whenever an
island ad appears on the site.

SPECS:
>> Accepted third parties: Atlas,

SPECS:

Doubleclick-Motif, Eyeblaster,

>> Accepted third parties: Atlas,

Facilitate and Eyewonder

Doubleclick-Motif, Eyeblaster,
Facilitate and Eyewonder

>> 300 × 600 pixels expands to
600 × 600 pixels

“AusGamers is an enthusiastic
group of likeminded individuals

>> 300 × 600 pixels

>> Max image file size: 40kb

who understand their audience,

>> Max image file size: 20kb

>> Max video file size: 1Mb

reaching them with timely news

>> Max video file size: 1Mb

>> SWF file size: 80Kb

>> SWF file size: 40Kb

>> Click-through URL required

delivered in a rich medium of

>> Click-through URL required

>> Duration: no limit

>> Duration: no limit

>> Frame rate: 18-24 fps

>> Frame rate: 18-24 fps

>> Looping: permitted, no limit

and reviews, which are written

>> Looping: permitted, no limit

>> Expanding: expands left to

from a passionate yet balanced

>> Expanding: not allowed

600 × 600 pixels

video-based content. One of their
key strengths is their features

perspective and are arguably

>> Flash version: up to version 9

>> Flash version: up to version 9

the most well-researched and

>> Flash script version: up to Flash

>> Flash script version: up to Flash

thoughtful in the Australian

Action Script 2
>> Sound is strictly user-initiated via click
(off by default)
>> Sound must stop on click and be at
15% of the original max volume
>> Minimum 5 days lead time required
for implementation and testing
>> Static brick also available

Action Script 2
>> Sound is strictly user-initiated via click
(off by default)
>> Sound must stop on click and be at

industry.” – Paul Houlihan, Public
Relations Manager Australia & New
Zealand, THQ Asia Pacific Ltd

15% of the original max volume
>> Expands on one-second roll-on
>> Minimum 5 days lead time required
for implementation and testing
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Previous advertisers
Some of Australia’s and the world’s leading brands have tapped into
the popularity of AusGamers. Here are a few names you might recognise…

Original (Find from best brands)
Original (Find from our FTP)

Recreated PMS

Recreated PMS
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mckayk777@yahoo.com.au

The names behind the games
David Harrison | Producer

Daniel Chenoweth | Editor

David is one of the founding members of AusGamers and has been

Dan has been a member of the AusGamers community since its

with the company since the dim dark ages. As well as managing the

conception, and an employee since 2005. In addition to sharing

core of the day-to-day operations, David writes the occasional news

the news, review and preview duties, Dan can usually be found

post and article, experiments with large-scale content distribution,

maintaining the AusGamers files download mirror, encoding trailers

and writes the occasional line of code to give the real developers

for the video library and behind the camera at press events.

something to fix.

Stephen Farrelly | Editor

Adam Williams | Director

Steve has been an editor in the games industry since 1998.

Adam is another of AusGamers’ founding members, and it’s due to

He’s worked across all major magazines – both official and unofficial –

his organisational efforts that the site not only started strong but

but jumped into the online space partly to challenge himself with more

has continued to thrive over the years. Adam’s management of the

consistent deadlines, and also to reconfigure the way in which online

team has ensured slow and steady growth, enabling AusGamers to

media is delivered. Part of the AusGamers team since 2005, Steve has

survive any number of dot-bomb eras, and making it one of the most

helped reshape the site’s editorial direction into what it is today.

established and recognised sites in the business.
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“I continue to have a strong
working relationship with the
AusGamers team. Their knowledge
of games is fantastic, and they are
also a known and trusted source

Plug in to AusGamers
So there you have it – everything you need to know about advertising on
AusGamers. If you’re looking to make contact with the Australian gaming community
through a highly-flexible and competitively-priced online platform, look no further.

of the latest content, videos and
relevant files that are essential to
any keen gamer. This all comes
from an experienced team of
professionals that know how
to build and manage an
Australian-based community
of gaming enthusiasts.”
– Joel Graham, Manager,
Public Relations APAC, Warner
Bros Interactive Entertainment
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Get your brand in front of the AusGamers audience.
Visit www.ausgamers.com/advertise

